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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

RENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTION Used 2 Sided Roll Container - 800x720x1670mm -
Wooden Base
SKU 40025U

This used roll container with 2 metal clamping gates and wooden base
has 800x720x1670mm external dimensions and the internal dimensions
are 800x720x1470mm. The cage weight is 24kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Status Used

Outside dimension lenght 800

Outside dimension width 680

Outside dimension height 1670

Carry weight 450

Bottom Wooden

Product used, for rent

Type 2-sided Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This used roll container has the outside dimensions 800x680x1670mm
and the inside dimensions 800x720x1470mm. The roll container has a
wooden base reinforced with metal corners and two metal clamping
gates. The wooden floor consists of three upper planks of Northern
European pine, 2 upper planks of hardwood and 2 lower planks of
Northern European pine. The clamping gates are hot-dip galvanized and
the wheels are made of polypropylene. The weight is 24 kilograms and
the roll container has a maximum load of 450 kilograms, making it
suitable for light carrying loads. The wheels have a temperature range of
-20 ° C / + 60 ° C. In addition, the roll container has two castors and two
fixed castors. NOTE: This is a used item, all used items that we sell are
100% functional. However, the photo that we display on the website
does not guarantee the entire batch that we have in stock. The used
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products that we sell have visible traces of wear. Based on our more
than 30 years of experience, we carefully sort and repair used items.
When placing your order online you agree to the condition of the used
products.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/used-2-sided-roll-container-800x720x1670mm-
wooden-base-40025U
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